
Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist Visions: Imagining Alternatives to Traditional Marriage

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Today’s class will take a slightly different form than usual. I hope that you will find the

experience both educational and fun!

The class will consist of two distinct parts. In the first part of the class you will be randomly

assigned to a team and will be asked to prepare for a debate in the second part of the class.

Note that you may well be asked to defend a position which you do not hold. Do not worry

about this as it is an excellent way to develop philosophical skills. For example, students often

find it difficult to raise compelling objections to their arguments when writing papers yet an

ability to anticipate and respond to such objections is essential to building a strong case for a

paper’s thesis.

We will have two debates but you will only be asked to prepare for one of them. You will

provide the audience for the other debate.

Remember that this is a philosophy class so your team’s arguments should draw on philosophical

ideas and frameworks, although you may obviously draw on other knowledge to support your

case.

You have been assigned to Team . To help you find the other members of your team, each

team has been assigned a colour. All members of your team have an instruction sheet printed

on paper.

Your team has been assigned to room for the preparation stage. During this stage, I will be

available to all teams as a consultant!

Motion

Position

Your team will be arguing this motion.
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Class Schedule

The timings here are important and, in preparing for the debate, you will need to ensure that

you will be able to keep to the specified times. Note that you will not be able to take additional

time. If you prepare a presentation which is too long, you will simply have to stop mid-flow. In

preparing, then, you should time your presentation against the clock. This applies particularly

to your initial case which will not depend on what your opponents say.

09.00–09.10 Introduction, questions, team assignment, sign-in sheet.

09.10–09.45 Team preparation for debate.

09.45–09.55 Break.

09.55–10.21 Motion: This house believes that state support for “more-

than-minimal marriage” is unjustified.

09.55–10.00 Team A to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.00–10.05 Team B to present initial case against the motion.

10.05–10.10 Team A to respond to/question Team B.

10.10–10.15 Team B to respond to/question Team A.

10.15–10.17 Team A to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.17–10.19 Team B to give closing statement against the motion.

10.19–10.21 Teams C & D to vote on best case by show of hands.

10,21–10.24 —

10.24–10.50 Motion: This house believes that the state should support

“minimal marriage”.

10.24–10.29 Team C to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.29–10.34 Team D to present initial case against the motion.

10.34–10.39 Team C to respond to/question Team D.

10.39–10.44 Team D to respond to/question Team C.

10.44–10.46 Team C to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.46–10.48 Team D to give closing statement against the motion.

10.48–10.50 Teams A & B to vote on best case by show of hands.



Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist Visions: Imagining Alternatives to Traditional Marriage

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Today’s class will take a slightly different form than usual. I hope that you will find the

experience both educational and fun!

The class will consist of two distinct parts. In the first part of the class you will be randomly

assigned to a team and will be asked to prepare for a debate in the second part of the class.

Note that you may well be asked to defend a position which you do not hold. Do not worry

about this as it is an excellent way to develop philosophical skills. For example, students often

find it difficult to raise compelling objections to their arguments when writing papers yet an

ability to anticipate and respond to such objections is essential to building a strong case for a

paper’s thesis.

We will have two debates but you will only be asked to prepare for one of them. You will

provide the audience for the other debate.

Remember that this is a philosophy class so your team’s arguments should draw on philosophical

ideas and frameworks, although you may obviously draw on other knowledge to support your

case.

You have been assigned to Team A. To help you find the other members of your team, each

team has been assigned a colour. All members of your team have an instruction sheet printed

on blue paper.

Your team has been assigned to room 1.57 for the preparation stage. During this stage, I will

be available to all teams as a consultant!

Motion

This house believes that state support for “more-than-minimal

marriage” is unjustified (Brake 2010, p. 303).

Position

Your team will be arguing in favour of this motion.
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Class Schedule

The timings here are important and, in preparing for the debate, you will need to ensure that

you will be able to keep to the specified times. Note that you will not be able to take additional

time. If you prepare a presentation which is too long, you will simply have to stop mid-flow. In

preparing, then, you should time your presentation against the clock. This applies particularly

to your initial case which will not depend on what your opponents say.

09.00–09.10 Introduction, questions, team assignment, sign-in sheet.

09.10–09.45 Team preparation for debate.

09.45–09.55 Break.

09.55–10.21 Motion: This house believes that state support for “more-

than-minimal marriage” is unjustified.

09.55–10.00 Team A to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.00–10.05 Team B to present initial case against the motion.

10.05–10.10 Team A to respond to/question Team B.

10.10–10.15 Team B to respond to/question Team A.

10.15–10.17 Team A to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.17–10.19 Team B to give closing statement against the motion.

10.19–10.21 Teams C & D to vote on best case by show of hands.

10,21–10.24 —

10.24–10.50 Motion: This house believes that the state should support

“minimal marriage”.

10.24–10.29 Team C to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.29–10.34 Team D to present initial case against the motion.

10.34–10.39 Team C to respond to/question Team D.

10.39–10.44 Team D to respond to/question Team C.

10.44–10.46 Team C to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.46–10.48 Team D to give closing statement against the motion.

10.48–10.50 Teams A & B to vote on best case by show of hands.

References

Brake, Elizabeth (2010). ‘Minimal Marriage: What Political Liberalism Implies for Marriage

Law’. In: Ethics 120.2, pp. 302–337. JSTOR: 10.1086/651429.



Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist Visions: Imagining Alternatives to Traditional Marriage

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Today’s class will take a slightly different form than usual. I hope that you will find the

experience both educational and fun!

The class will consist of two distinct parts. In the first part of the class you will be randomly

assigned to a team and will be asked to prepare for a debate in the second part of the class.

Note that you may well be asked to defend a position which you do not hold. Do not worry

about this as it is an excellent way to develop philosophical skills. For example, students often

find it difficult to raise compelling objections to their arguments when writing papers yet an

ability to anticipate and respond to such objections is essential to building a strong case for a

paper’s thesis.

We will have two debates but you will only be asked to prepare for one of them. You will

provide the audience for the other debate.

Remember that this is a philosophy class so your team’s arguments should draw on philosophical

ideas and frameworks, although you may obviously draw on other knowledge to support your

case.

You have been assigned to Team B. To help you find the other members of your team, each

team has been assigned a colour. All members of your team have an instruction sheet printed

on green paper.

Your team has been assigned to room 1.49 for the preparation stage. During this stage, I will

be available to all teams as a consultant!

Motion

This house believes that state support for “more-than-minimal

marriage” is unjustified (Brake 2010, p. 303).

Position

Your team will be arguing against this motion.
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Class Schedule

The timings here are important and, in preparing for the debate, you will need to ensure that

you will be able to keep to the specified times. Note that you will not be able to take additional

time. If you prepare a presentation which is too long, you will simply have to stop mid-flow. In

preparing, then, you should time your presentation against the clock. This applies particularly

to your initial case which will not depend on what your opponents say.

09.00–09.10 Introduction, questions, team assignment, sign-in sheet.

09.10–09.45 Team preparation for debate.

09.45–09.55 Break.

09.55–10.21 Motion: This house believes that state support for “more-

than-minimal marriage” is unjustified.

09.55–10.00 Team A to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.00–10.05 Team B to present initial case against the motion.

10.05–10.10 Team A to respond to/question Team B.

10.10–10.15 Team B to respond to/question Team A.

10.15–10.17 Team A to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.17–10.19 Team B to give closing statement against the motion.

10.19–10.21 Teams C & D to vote on best case by show of hands.

10,21–10.24 —

10.24–10.50 Motion: This house believes that the state should support

“minimal marriage”.

10.24–10.29 Team C to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.29–10.34 Team D to present initial case against the motion.

10.34–10.39 Team C to respond to/question Team D.

10.39–10.44 Team D to respond to/question Team C.

10.44–10.46 Team C to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.46–10.48 Team D to give closing statement against the motion.

10.48–10.50 Teams A & B to vote on best case by show of hands.

References

Brake, Elizabeth (2010). ‘Minimal Marriage: What Political Liberalism Implies for Marriage

Law’. In: Ethics 120.2, pp. 302–337. JSTOR: 10.1086/651429.



Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist Visions: Imagining Alternatives to Traditional Marriage

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Today’s class will take a slightly different form than usual. I hope that you will find the

experience both educational and fun!

The class will consist of two distinct parts. In the first part of the class you will be randomly

assigned to a team and will be asked to prepare for a debate in the second part of the class.

Note that you may well be asked to defend a position which you do not hold. Do not worry

about this as it is an excellent way to develop philosophical skills. For example, students often

find it difficult to raise compelling objections to their arguments when writing papers yet an

ability to anticipate and respond to such objections is essential to building a strong case for a

paper’s thesis.

We will have two debates but you will only be asked to prepare for one of them. You will

provide the audience for the other debate.

Remember that this is a philosophy class so your team’s arguments should draw on philosophical

ideas and frameworks, although you may obviously draw on other knowledge to support your

case.

You have been assigned to Team C. To help you find the other members of your team, each

team has been assigned a colour. All members of your team have an instruction sheet printed

on cream paper.

Your team has been assigned to room 1.45 for the preparation stage. During this stage, I will

be available to all teams as a consultant!

Motion

This house believes that the state should support “minimal marriage”

(Brake 2010, p. 304).

Position

Your team will be arguing in favour of this motion.
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Class Schedule

The timings here are important and, in preparing for the debate, you will need to ensure that

you will be able to keep to the specified times. Note that you will not be able to take additional

time. If you prepare a presentation which is too long, you will simply have to stop mid-flow. In

preparing, then, you should time your presentation against the clock. This applies particularly

to your initial case which will not depend on what your opponents say.

09.00–09.10 Introduction, questions, team assignment, sign-in sheet.

09.10–09.45 Team preparation for debate.

09.45–09.55 Break.

09.55–10.21 Motion: This house believes that state support for “more-

than-minimal marriage” is unjustified.

09.55–10.00 Team A to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.00–10.05 Team B to present initial case against the motion.

10.05–10.10 Team A to respond to/question Team B.

10.10–10.15 Team B to respond to/question Team A.

10.15–10.17 Team A to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.17–10.19 Team B to give closing statement against the motion.

10.19–10.21 Teams C & D to vote on best case by show of hands.

10,21–10.24 —

10.24–10.50 Motion: This house believes that the state should support

“minimal marriage”.

10.24–10.29 Team C to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.29–10.34 Team D to present initial case against the motion.

10.34–10.39 Team C to respond to/question Team D.

10.39–10.44 Team D to respond to/question Team C.

10.44–10.46 Team C to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.46–10.48 Team D to give closing statement against the motion.

10.48–10.50 Teams A & B to vote on best case by show of hands.

References

Brake, Elizabeth (2010). ‘Minimal Marriage: What Political Liberalism Implies for Marriage

Law’. In: Ethics 120.2, pp. 302–337. JSTOR: 10.1086/651429.



Marriage & Motherhood

Feminist Visions: Imagining Alternatives to Traditional Marriage

Dr. Clea F. Rees Feminist Philosophy

Today’s class will take a slightly different form than usual. I hope that you will find the

experience both educational and fun!

The class will consist of two distinct parts. In the first part of the class you will be randomly

assigned to a team and will be asked to prepare for a debate in the second part of the class.

Note that you may well be asked to defend a position which you do not hold. Do not worry

about this as it is an excellent way to develop philosophical skills. For example, students often

find it difficult to raise compelling objections to their arguments when writing papers yet an

ability to anticipate and respond to such objections is essential to building a strong case for a

paper’s thesis.

We will have two debates but you will only be asked to prepare for one of them. You will

provide the audience for the other debate.

Remember that this is a philosophy class so your team’s arguments should draw on philosophical

ideas and frameworks, although you may obviously draw on other knowledge to support your

case.

You have been assigned to Team D. To help you find the other members of your team, each

team has been assigned a colour. All members of your team have an instruction sheet printed

on peach paper.

Your team has been assigned to room 1.52 for the preparation stage. During this stage, I will

be available to all teams as a consultant!

Motion

This house believes that the state should support “minimal marriage”

(Brake 2010, p. 304).

Position

Your team will be arguing against this motion.
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Class Schedule

The timings here are important and, in preparing for the debate, you will need to ensure that

you will be able to keep to the specified times. Note that you will not be able to take additional

time. If you prepare a presentation which is too long, you will simply have to stop mid-flow. In

preparing, then, you should time your presentation against the clock. This applies particularly

to your initial case which will not depend on what your opponents say.

09.00–09.10 Introduction, questions, team assignment, sign-in sheet.

09.10–09.45 Team preparation for debate.

09.45–09.55 Break.

09.55–10.21 Motion: This house believes that state support for “more-

than-minimal marriage” is unjustified.

09.55–10.00 Team A to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.00–10.05 Team B to present initial case against the motion.

10.05–10.10 Team A to respond to/question Team B.

10.10–10.15 Team B to respond to/question Team A.

10.15–10.17 Team A to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.17–10.19 Team B to give closing statement against the motion.

10.19–10.21 Teams C & D to vote on best case by show of hands.

10,21–10.24 —

10.24–10.50 Motion: This house believes that the state should support

“minimal marriage”.

10.24–10.29 Team C to present initial case in favour of the motion.

10.29–10.34 Team D to present initial case against the motion.

10.34–10.39 Team C to respond to/question Team D.

10.39–10.44 Team D to respond to/question Team C.

10.44–10.46 Team C to give closing statement in favour of the motion.

10.46–10.48 Team D to give closing statement against the motion.

10.48–10.50 Teams A & B to vote on best case by show of hands.
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